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At Madeira, the development of high quality embroidery 
thread begins with the finest raw materials available 
and the most state-of-the-art manufacturing process. 
Offering more specialty threads than any other supplier, 
Madeira offers an option for every type of embroidery 
project. All of Madeira’s threads are Oeko-Tex®  
certified to be free from harmful substances.

Thread
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CLASSIC RAYON
Classic rayon is the choice of international designers who specify 
embroidery thread. The most flexible of embroidery threads,  
Classic rayon can be laid out in any embroidery direction and will 
not cause looping . its high tensile strength makes Classic rayon the 
right choice for all types of embroidery . Color card item # 100-430 .

CLASSIC RAYON #40
Classic rayon #40 is ideal for most designs . made from 100% 
viscose rayon, it is suitable for embroidery on high speed, 
multi-head machines and industrial sewing machines . 

Classic Rayon #40 5,500 Yard Cones  
White (color 1001-1003) 1-9 Cones $9 .70 910-(color)
  10+ of Same $9 .45
Colors  1-9 Cones $10 .95 910-(color)
  10+ of Same $10 .25
Variegated   $21 .50 910-(color)

Classic Rayon #40 1,100 Yard MSCs  
Colors   $2 .95 911-(color)
Variegated   $4 .80 911-(color)

colors: 387 solid colors • 19 ombré colors • 6 multi colors • 10 astro colors
digitizing: average 4 .0 density
recommended Needle: #65/9 or #75/11

design by Embroidery library
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Collect all 387 solid colors of 1,100 yard Classic rayon #40 mini Snap Cones 
safely displayed in this sturdy thread chest . drawers are labeled with 
color numbers . plastic inserts keep thread organized and protected from 
dust and sunlight . Purchase the entire collection in 7 drawers (Item # 
911-387D).  buy 180 yellows, oranges, reds, purples and blues in 3 drawers 
(item # 911-387a) . get 180 aquas, greens and neutral colors in 3 drawers 
(item # 911-387b) . Complete your collection with 27 neutrals, blacks 
and whites in a single drawer (item # 911-387C) . for additional product 
information, find classic rayon Thread chests on madeirausa.com.

911-387A    $540.00 
3 drawers • 180 solid colors
911-387C    $180.00 
1 drawer • 27 solid colors

911-387D    $1200.00 
7 drawers • 387 solid colors

911-387B    $540.00 
3 drawers • 180 solid colors

CLASSIC RAYON #40 Chests

Classic Rayon #40 MSC Shade Kits  
12 pre-selected solid colors   $38 .00 911-12-Sg(color) 
of 1,100 yard mSCs in plastic carry case
available in green (g), brown (b), purple (p),  
aqua (a), yellow (y), orange (o), blue (bl),  
pink (pK), red (r), gray (gy) and Skin tones (f) .

Classic Rayon #40 MSC Collections  
best-selling solid colors 12 mSCs $38 .16 911-12 
of 1,100 yard mSCs in 16 mSCs $55 .93 911-16
plastic carry case .  48 mSCs $163 .93 911-48

Classic Rayon #40 Cone Collections  
best-selling solid colors 12 Cones $116 .24 910-12 
of 5,500 yard cones . 16 Cones $155 .65 910-16
*48 Cone Collection includes Wooden rack  48 Cones $502 .74 910-48
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CLASSIC RAYON #60
thinner than 40 weight, Classic rayon #60 offers the same 
lustrous properties as Classic rayon #40, along with the precision 
needed to create fine details and letters down to 3 mm. high.

Classic Rayon #60 1,640 Yard MSCs  
Colors   $4 .95 915S-(color)

Colors: 82 Solid Colors
digitizing: average 3 .5 density
recommended Needle: #60/8 or #65/9

Classic Rayon #60 MSC Collection  
Collection of 48 solid colors,   $210 .00 100-95-1 
1,640 yard mSCs in plastic carry case . 

design by rich medcraft

All Prices Are listed At WholesAle. MsrP AvAilAble.6



CLASSIC RAYON #30
classic rayon #30 is a thicker viscose rayon which fills in quickly 
and reduces stitch count and production time on large designs .

Classic Rayon #30 3,300 Yard Cones  
black   $9 .75 921-1000
White   $9 .75 921-1001

Classic Rayon #30 714 Yard MSCs  
Colors   $2 .55 914-(color)

Colors: 178 Solid Colors
digitizing: average 5 .0 density
recommended Needle: #75/11 or #80/12

CLASSIC RAYON #12
Classic rayon #12 is a soft, satiny, 2-ply rayon serging thread . 
the thickest thread in the Classic rayon group, it is perfect 
for special outlines, fancy stitches and heavier designs . 

Classic Rayon #30 2,200 Yard Cones  
Colors   $8 .35 920-(color) 

Colors: 57 Solid Colors
digitizing: average 8 .0 density
recommended Needle: #100/16

design by anali inc .
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madeira's 100% polyester embroidery thread, polyneon is 
constructed of a specially developed raw material that cuts down 
on looping, puckering and thread breaks . Vibrant colors are glossy, 
as well as resistant to chlorine bleach . Color card item # 100-83 .

POLYNEON

POLYNEON #40
Polyneon #40 5,500 Yard Cones  
White (color 1801-1805) 1-9 Cones $6 .80 918-(color)
  10+ of Same $6 .65
Colors  1-9 Cones $7 .95 918-(color)
  10+ of Same $7 .65
Variegated   $17 .95 918-(color)

Polyneon #40 1,100 Yard MSCs  
Colors   $2 .50 919-(color)
Variegated   $4 .50 919-(color)

colors: 389 solid colors • 20 multi colors • 24 Fluorescent colors
digitizing: average 4 .0 density
recommended Needle: #65/9 or #75/11

polyneon #40 is ideal for embroidering on uniforms, safety garments 
and commercial linens due to its bleach-resistant, colorfast properties . 

Polyneon #40 MSC Shade Kits  
12 pre-selected solid colors   $32 .00 919-12-Sg(color) 
of 1,100 yard mSCs in plastic carry case
available in green (g), brown (b), purple (p),  
aqua (a), yellow (y), orange (o), blue (bl),  
pink (pK), red (r), gray (gy) and Skin tones (f) .

Polyneon #40 MSC Collections  
best-selling solid colors 12 mSCs $33 .30 919-12 
of 1,100 yard mSCs in 16 mSCs $49 .46 919-16
plastic carry case .  48 mSCs $146 .93 919-48

Polyneon #40 Cone Collections  
best-selling solid colors 12 Cones $84 .29 918-12 
of 5,500 yard cones . 16 Cones $112 .91 918-16
*48 Cone Collection includes Wooden rack  48 Cones $372 .65 918-48

All Prices Are listed At WholesAle. MsrP AvAilAble.8



Collect all 413 solid colors of 1,100 yard polyneon #40 mini Snap Cones 
safely displayed in this sturdy thread chest . drawers are labeled with 
color numbers . plastic inserts keep thread organized and protected from 
dust and sunlight . Purchase the entire collection in 7 drawers (Item # 
919-413D).  buy 180 yellows, oranges, reds, purples and blues in 3 drawers 
(item # 919-413a) . get 180 aquas, greens and neutral colors in 3 drawers 
(item # 919-413B). complete your collection with 53 neutrals, fluorescents, 
blacks and whites in a single drawer (item # 919-413C) . for additional 
product information, find Polyneon Thread chests on madeirausa.com.

919-413A    $520.00 
3 drawers • 180 solid colors
919-413C    $190.00 
1 drawer • 53 solid colors

919-413D    $1100.00 
7 drawers • 413 solid colors

919-413B    $520.00 
3 drawers • 180 solid colors

POLYNEON #40 Chests
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POLYNEON #60
thinner than 40 weight, polyneon #60 offers the same 
properties as polyneon #40, along with the precision needed 
to create fine details and letters down to 3 mm. high.

Polyneon #60 1,640 Yard MSCs  
Colors   $3 .95 924-(color) 

Colors: 100 Solid Colors
digitizing: average 3 .5 density
recommended Needle: #60/8 or #65/9

Polyneon #60 MSC Collections  
pre-selected solid colors  45 mSCs $145 .00 924-45 
of 1,640 yard mSCs  10 mSCs $45 .00 924-10
in plastic carry case .

POLYNEON  tunnel dry #40

Polyneon Tunnel Dry #40 5,500 Yard Cones  
black   $7 .35 918-2800 

Polyneon Tunnel Dry #40 1,100 Yard MSCs  
black   $2 .50 919-2800

Colors: black
digitizing: average 4 .0 density
recommended Needle: #65/9 or #75/11

this 100% polyester thread is designed to offer the highest 
standards in color fastness in order to hold up to the extreme 
conditions present during the tunnel dry finishing process used in 
screen printing . it is used when screen printing and embroidered 
lettering or logos are combined into multi-media designs . 

design by urban threads
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polyNEoN tHrEad KitS

POLYNEON #75

Polyneon #75 2,734 Yard MSCs  
Colors   $5 .30 936-(color) 

Colors: 40 Solid Colors
digitizing: average 3 .5 density
recommended Needle: #60/8

polyneon #75 is the thinnest 100% polyester embroidery thread . it is 
used for attaching small sequins and for producing the finest small 
letters (smaller than 3 mm.) and very intricate filigree embroidery. 

design by Embroidery library
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FROSTED MATT #40
Frosted matt is a true matte finish polyester embroidery thread. 
its high definition color quality adds dimension and clarity to 
designs . frosted matt has a uniquely high rating of fastness to light, 
making it ideal for embroidered items that will be in direct sunlight 
for prolonged lengths of time . its polyester properties allow 
frosted matt to stand up to diluted bleach . Color card item # 100-112 .

Frosted Matt #40 2,700 Yard Cones  $5 .95 940-(color)
Frosted Matt #40 1,100 Yard MSCs  $3 .45 942-(color) 
colors: 187 solid colors • 14 Fluorescents (mscs available in 50 Top selling)
digitizing: average 3 .5 - 4 .0 density
recommended Needle: #65/9 or #75/11

Frosted Matt #40 Cone Kits  
pre-selected solid colors  8 Cones $40 .00 940-8 
of 2,700 yard cones .  15 Cones $75 .00 940-15
  5 pastel $25 .00 940-paStEl
   5 Neutral $25 .00 940-NEutral 
  6 fluorescent $31 .00 940-6-fl
  5 primary and basic $25 .00 940-primary
  5 Harvest $23 .95 940-HarVESt
  5 Holiday $23 .95 940-Holiday

Frosted Matt #40 MSC Kits  
pre-selected solid colors  8 pastel $30 .00 942-paStEl
of 1,100 yard mSCs in  9 Neutral $33 .00 942-NEutral 
plastic carry case . 6 fluorescent $24 .00 942-fl
  12 primary and basic $42 .00 942-pb

design by urban threads
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Soft Metallic #40
Consisting of a soft rayon core, it guarantees a smooth gentle 
touch, even in large fill areas. Pure silver ingredient in the 
coating gives a classic richness. a special finish allows for 
embroidering at high speeds . Color card item # 100-76 .

Soft Metallic #40 3,300 Yard Cones  $15 .95 995-(color) 
Colors: 9 Shades of gold and Silver
digitizing: average 4 .5 density
recommended Needle: #80/12 or #90/14

New polyEStEr  
CR MetALLIC #40

Polyester CR Metallic #40 2,700 Yard Cones  $14 .95 978-(color) 
Colors: 30 Solid Colors, golds and Silvers
digitizing: average 4 .0 density
recommended Needle: #75/11

design by urban threads

Easy-running polyester Cr metallic was developed to match the highest 
quality requirements with a high tech color coating so that colors are 
bright and resilient . if you are new to embroidering or want to venture into 
specialty threads, polyester Cr metallic is for you! Color card item # 100-65 .

madeirausa.com800.225.3001 13



FS MetALLIC  
our popular fS metallic features a strong, textured, polyester 
filament core with a metalized foil wrap. madeira offers Fs 
metallics in four different weights for high speed embroidery 
and decorative sewing . Color card item # 100-63 .

FS MetALLIC #40
this smooth metallic is designed for trouble free use on  
challenging materials . its high tenacity core provides strength during 
embroidering and durability in the finished embroidered product.

FS Metallic #40 5,500 Yard Cones  $44 .95 986-(color) 
FS Metallic #40 1,100 Yard Spools  $11 .95 985-(color) 
Colors: 20 Shades of gold, Silver and Copper
digitizing: average 4 .0 density
recommended Needle: #75/11

design by urban threads

All Prices Are listed At WholesAle. MsrP AvAilAble.14



FS MetALLIC #50
Create spectacular shading and letters down to 4 mm . high . perfect 
for small lettering, fine monograms and filigree embroidery. Fs 
metallic #50 can be used in place of standard #40 thread without 
changing needle or density to add touches of sparkle and shine .

FS Metallic #50 5,500 Yard Cones  $39 .95 988-(color)
FS Metallic #50 1,100 Yard Spools  $11 .45 987-(color) 
Colors: 8 Shades of gold and Silver
digitizing: average 3 .5 - 4 .0 density
recommended Needle: #65/9 or #75/11

FS MetALLIC #30
the most abrasion resistant metallic thread in the market,  
fS metallic #30 is a true specialty thread for outdoor exposure, 
stone washing, chlorine bleaching and harsh laundering .

FS Metallic #30 2,734 Yard Cones  $24 .95 979-(color) 
Colors: 9 Shades of gold, Silver and Copper
digitizing: average 5 .0 density
recommended Needle: #90/14

FS MetALLIC #20
an elegant vintage metallic thread made of velvety spun  
rayon wrapped with extra fine metalized foil, Fs metallic #20  
is exceptionally gentle when worn directly against the skin . 

FS Metallic #20 612 Yard Spools  $6 .50 981-(color) 
Colors: 32 Shades of gold, Silver, Colors and astros
digitizing: average 8 .0 density
recommended Needle: #100/16

design by urban threads
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SUPeRtwISt #30
a festive and shimmering metallic thread that comes to life 
with sparkle . Supertwist gives a unique textured effect and 
dimension . it is available in subtle iridescent tones, elegant 
pastel opal and jewel-tone crystal colors . Can be added to most 
stock designs for a unique effect . Color card item # 100-63 .

Supertwist #30 5,500 Yard Cones  $35 .95 982-(color) 
Supertwist #30 1,100 Yard Spool  $7 .95 983-(color)
colors: 68 solid colors • 11 multi colors • 16 opal colors • 25 crystal colors
digitizing: average 6 .0 density
recommended Needle: #90/14

Supertwist #30 Spool Kits  
10 pre-selected colors of 1,100 yard spools  $79 .95 983-10-(color) 
in plastic carry case with two trays of #90/14 needles, 
and a pair of madeira snips . available in Cystals (Cr),  
gold and Silver (gS), Holiday (Hl), Jewels (JW),  
opals (op), tropics (tr) and Harvest (HV) .

design by lee Caroselli-barnes

All Prices Are listed At WholesAle. MsrP AvAilAble.16



BURMILANA #12

BURMILANACO #12
the 50/50 blend of natural cotton and acrylic in burmilanaCo #12 
offers the rugged appearance of cotton with the durability of acrylic . 
it is an excellent choice for chenille embroidery, chain stitch, fringing, 
decorative seams and other special effects . Color card item # 100-69 .

BurmilanaCo #12 1,100 Yard Cones  $4 .25 816-(color)  
colors: 65 solid colors • 7 mélangé colors
digitizing: average 9 .0 density
recommended Needle: #100/16

Burmilana #12 1,100 Yard Cones  $5 .95 813-(color)
colors: 135 solid colors • 12 mélangé colors
digitizing: average 9 .0 density
recommended Needle: #100/16

madeira's finely spun wool blend is a 50% wool, 50% acrylic 
embroidery thread . burmilana is great for stitching onto knitwear 
and looks beautiful as chenille, loop pile or chain stitch embroidery . 
offering volume and texture, this thread can give a hand-embroidered 
look to machine-embroidered goods . Color card item # 100-69 .

Burmilana Brush Set  $4 .95 9467
Create fur or feathers with these wire brushes and heavy weight 
burmilana or burmilanaCo embroidery thread . brush downward 
for fur, similarly to how you would actually brush an animal . 
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FIRe FIGHteR #40

MONOLON #150

madeira's Fire Fighter is flame resistant, 40 weight embroidery 
thread that was developed for fire and safety, for use in the 
areas of aeronautics, motor sports and other fields where safety 
standards are specified. Fire Fighter is 100% aramid which contains 
Nomex® branded fibers from dupont® . Color card item # 100-96 .

Fire Fighter #40 2,734 Yard Cones  $19 .95 929-(color) 
Fire Fighter #40 1,000 Yard MSCs  $9 .95 922-(color)  
Colors: 24 Solid Colors
digitizing: average 4 .0 density
recommended Needle: #75/11 or #80/12

glow-in-the-dark thread is activated when exposed to bright light . luna 
has a soft and smooth feel . it is ideal for embroidered items to be used 
outdoors, on children's wear and Halloween costumes . off-white thread 
appears to glow a greenish hue in the dark after exposure to light .

L NA #40

Luna #40 820 Yard MSCs  $27 .95 127-502 
Colors: White, glows green
digitizing: average 4 .0 - 5 .0 density
recommended Needle: #75/11 or #80/12

Nylon mono-filament used for top thread, bobbin 
thread and sequins . it is a transparent thread 
and can be used for special effects .

Monolon #150 16,404 Yard Cones  $14 .95 801-150 
Colors: Clear
recommended Needle: #65/9

design by urban threads
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E-Zee Backing & Topping® delivers an extensive 
assortment of stabilizers necessary to achieve the 
best results in embroidery. Service is key to the 
E-Zee line, with the availability of guidance through 
our website, on the phone and through our  
informational E-Zee Backing product sheets. 

Backing

BACKING 
& TOPPING®
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basic Cut away stabilizers are non-woven and soft . they 
are ideal for use on non-stable fabrics such as knits, 
sweaters, fleece and other fabrics with stretch. 

E-Zee Cut® 1.5 oz.
a lightweight Cut away backing for use when minimal stability is needed .

E-Zee Cut® 1 .5 oz .
White pre-Cuts
8 .5" x 8 .5"  1 pack $15 .95 13-8 .8
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $15 .45
  6-10 $14 .95
  11+ $14 .45

White rolls
11" x 100 yards   $31 .95 13-11-100
23" x 50 yards   $26 .95 13-23-50
23" x 100 yards   $51 .25 13-23-100
23" x 250 yards   $121 .95 13-23-250

E-Zee Cut® Hefty 2.0 oz. 
a high quality, medium weight, Cut away backing . use with knits 
and loosely woven fabrics . great for medium sized designs .

E-Zee Cut® Hefty 2 .0 oz . 
White pre-Cuts
6 .5" x 6 .5"  1 pack $11 .95 23-6 .5
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $11 .45
  6-10 $10 .95
  11+ $10 .45

8" x 8"  1 pack $16 .95 23-8 .8
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $16 .45
  6-10 $15 .95
  11+ $15 .45 

White rolls   
30" x 25 yards   $22 .95 23-30-25
30" x 50 yards   $43 .95 23-30-50
30" x 100 yards   $82 .65 23-30-100

E-Zee Cut® Away Stabilizer

BACKING 
& TOPPING®

Consider: the most important factor in choosing a stabilizer is the type 
of fabric that is being embroidered . the stability or stretch of the fabric 

will determine the amount of stability required from a backing . 

All Prices Are listed At WholesAle. MsrP AvAilAble.20



E-Zee Cut® Just Right 2.5 oz. 
a high quality, medium weight Cut away backing . use with knits 
and loosely woven fabrics . great for medium sized designs .

E-Zee Cut® Just right 2 .5 oz . 
White pre-Cuts
7 .5" x 8"  1 pack $16 .95 25-75 .8
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $16 .45
  6-10 $15 .95
  11-20 $15 .45

15" x 15"  1 pack $23 .45 25-15 .15
100 pieces/pack 2-5 $22 .95
  6-10 $22 .45
  11+ $21 .95

White rolls
40" x 50 yards   $59 .95 25-40-50
40" x 100 yards   $109 .95 25-40-100
40" x 200 yards   $199 .95 25-40-200

black pre-Cuts
7 .5" x 8"  1 pack $17 .45 25-75 .8b
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $16 .95
  6-10 $16 .45
  11+ $15 .95

15" x 15"  1 pack $24 .45 25-15 .15b
100 pieces/pack 2-5 $23 .95
  6-10 $23 .45
  11+ $22 .95
black rolls
20" x 25 yards   $19 .95 25-20-25b

black pre-Cuts
6 .5" x 6 .5"  1 pack $13 .95 23-6 .5b
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $13 .45
  6-10 $12 .95
  11+ $12 .45

8" x 8"  1 pack $16 .95 23-8 .8b
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $16 .45
  6-10 $15 .95
  11+ $15 .45

black rolls
28" x 25 yards   $29 .95 23-28-25b
28" x 100 yards   $107 .95 23-28-100b
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E-Zee Cut® Super Hefty 3.0 oz.
this economical product is available in both white and black! great 
stability is provided with the use of E-Zee Cut Super Hefty 3 .0 oz . stabilizer . 

E-Zee Cut® Super Hefty 3 .0 oz . 
White pre-Cuts
6 .5" x 6 .5"  1 pack $13 .95 31-6 .5
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $13 .45
  6-10 $12 .95
  11+ $12 .45 

8" x 8"  1 pack $18 .95 31-8 .8
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $18 .45
  6-10 $17 .95
  11+ $17 .45

White rolls
24" x 25 yards   $25 .95 31-24-25
24" x 100 yards   $95 .95 31-24-100

black pre-Cuts
8" x 8"  1 pack $12 .45 31-8 .8b
100 pieces/pack 2-5 $11 .95
  6-10 $11 .45
  11+ $10 .95

black rolls
23" x 100 yards   $116 .95 31-23-100b

Knit fabric light Weight Woven fabric Heavy Woven fabric

Simple Backing Guide
Backing Type Cut Away Tear Away

Fabric Type Knits & loosely Woven tightly Woven

Stability of Fabric unstable (stretchy) Stable (no stretch)

All Prices Are listed At WholesAle. MsrP AvAilAble.22



E-Zee Cut® Super Hefty Just Right 3.0 oz. 
a heavy weight Cut away stabilizer that has a lofty, super soft 
hand, making it great for high stitch counts and high density 
designs . ideal for full jacket backs and full front sweatshirt 
designs, use with heavy fleece, knits and stretchy fabrics.

E-Zee Cut® Super Hefty Just right 3 .0 oz . 
White pre-Cuts 
6 .5" x 6 .5"  1 pack $13 .95 30-6 .5
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $13 .45
  6-10 $12 .95
  11+ $12 .45

8" x 8"  1 pack $19 .95 30-8 .8
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $19 .45
  6-10 $18 .95
  11+ $18 .45

14" x 15"  1 pack $59 .95 30-14 .15
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $59 .35
  6-10 $58 .75
  11+ $58 .15

White rolls
24" x 25 yards   $24 .95 30-24-25
24" x 100 yards   $93 .95 30-24-100

E-Zee Cut® Super Hefty Plus Just Right 3.1 oz. 
a heavy weight Cut away backing . use with knits and loosely 
woven fabrics . great for large and high density designs .
    
E-Zee Cut® Super Hefty plus Just right 3 .1 oz .  
White pre-Cuts 
7 .5" x 8"  1 pack $16 .45 32-75 .8
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $15 .95
  6-10 $15 .45
  11+ $14 .95

15" x 15"  1 pack $59 .95 32-15 .15
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $59 .35
  6-10 $58 .75
  11+ $58 .15 

White rolls
20" x 50 yards   $34 .95 32-20-50
20" x 100 yards   $62 .95 32-20-100
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E-Zee Tear® Crisp 1.5 oz.
a medium weight tear away backing . use with tightly 
woven fabrics and medium sized designs .

E-Zee tear® 1 .5 oz .     
White pre-Cuts   
6 .5" x 6 .5"  1 pack $10 .95 78-6 .5
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $10 .45
  6-10 $9 .95
  11+ $9 .45

8" x 8"  1 pack $14 .45 78-8 .8
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $13 .95
  6-10 $13 .45
  11+ $12 .95

14" x 15"  1 pack $41 .95 78-14 .15
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $41 .40
  6-10 $40 .85
  11+ $40 .30 

White rolls
11" x 100 yards   $34 .45 78-11-100
23" x 25 yards   $14 .95 78-23-25
23" x 50 yards   $26 .95 78-23-50
23" x 100 yards   $51 .45 78-23-100
23" x 250 yards   $119 .95 78-23-250
46" x 100 yards   $99 .95 78-46-100
46" x 250 yards   $225 .95 78-46-250

basic tear away stabilizers are non-woven and easy to 
tear . they are ideal for use with stable fabrics such as 
denim, canvas, jacket backs and other stable fabrics .

E-Zee Tear® Away Stabilizer

E-Zee Tear® Lightweight 1.0 oz.
a lightweight tear away backing used with woven fabrics . great for 
when minimal stability is needed . use in conjunction with E-Zee 
Weblon No Show or E-Zee polymesh backing to add extra stability .

E-Zee tear® lightweight 1 .0 oz . 
White pre-Cuts 
8" x 8"  1 pack $12 .95 35-8 .8
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $12 .45
  6-10 $11 .95
  11+ $11 .45
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E-Zee Tear® Plus-Crisp 1.8 oz.
a crisp, heavy weight tear away backing . use with tightly woven fabrics . use 
this backing to achieve a clean crisp tear . great for medium sized designs .

E-Zee tear® plus - Crisp 1 .8 oz .   
White pre-Cuts   
8" x 8"  1 pack $14 .95 18-8 .8
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $14 .45
  6-10 $13 .95
  11+ $13 .45

14" x 15"  1 pack $44 .95 18-14 .15
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $44 .40
  6-10 $43 .85
  11+ $43 .30  

White rolls
23" x 25 yards   $17 .95 18-23-25
23" x 50 yards   $34 .95 18-23-50
23" x 100 yards   $64 .95 18-23-100
23" x 250 yards   $143 .60 18-23-250

E-Zee Tear® Plus-Soft 1.8 oz.
a heavy weight tear away backing . use with tightly woven fabrics and 
when a softer feel is necessary . great for medium sized designs .

E-Zee tear® plus - Soft 1 .8 oz . 
White pre-Cuts
8" x 8"  1 pack $11 .45 17-8 .8
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $10 .95
  6-10 $10 .45
  11+ $9 .95  

White rolls
19" x 50 yards   $26 .95 17-19-50
19" x 100 yards   $46 .35 17-19-100

black pre-Cuts
8" x 8"  1 pack $14 .95 16-8 .8b
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $14 .45
  6-10 $13 .95 
  11+ $13 .45

black rolls
23" x 25 yards   $15 .95 16-23-25b
23" x 100 yards   $57 .95 16-23-100b
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E-Zee Tear® Soft 1.5 oz.
a soft and sheer backing that dissolves easily in water . it is ideal for lace, 
patches, emblems, appliqué, napkins, fleece, terry cloth and delicate fabrics. 
perfect for applications where the back side is visible and requires that the 
backing be removed completely . also can be used for Cutwork embroidery .

E-Zee tear® Soft 1 .5 oz .    
White pre-Cuts    
6" x 6"   1 pack $8 .95 W15-6 .6
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $8 .55
  6-10 $8 .15
  11+ $7 .75  

7 .5" x 8"   1 pack $10 .95 W15-75 .8
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $10 .45
  6-10 $9 .95
  11+ $9 .45

White rolls
28 .5" x 50 yards   $32 .95 W15-28-50

E-Zee Tear® Soft 2.0 oz.
a heavy weight tear away backing that is washed away . use when the back 
side of embroidery may be visible such as with linens and towels . great for 
medium sized designs . tear away excess backing after embroidery is done . 
any small area of backing that remains will disappear during the first wash.

E-Zee tear® Soft 2 .0 oz .    
White pre-Cuts
6" x 6"  1 pack $9 .45 W20-6 .6
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $9 .05
  6-10 $8 .65
  11+ $8 .25

7 .5" x 8"  1 pack $12 .95 W20-75 .8
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $12 .45
  6-10 $11 .95
  11+ $11 .45 

10" x 10"  1 pack $18 .95 W20-10 .10
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $18 .45
  6-10 $17 .95
  11+ $17 .45 

14" x 15"  1 pack $38 .45 W20-14 .15
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $37 .90
  6-10 $37 .35
  11+ $36 .80

White rolls
28 .5" x 50 yards   $38 .45 W20-28-50
28 .5" x 100 yards  $69 .95 W20-28-100
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E-Zee Cap® Stabilizer
Cap stabilizers are heavy weight tear away stabilizers that 
are cut specifically to fit within cap frames. They are ideal for 
structured caps that are hooped on round cap frames . 

E-Zee Cap® Just Right 2.5 oz.
a tear away backing designed for the width of caps . backings are cut 
specifically to fit in cap frames. The 4" x 12" pre-cut size allows you 
to embroider on the front of the cap, as well as along the sides .

E-Zee Cap® Just right 2 .5 oz .  
White pre-Cuts   
4 .5" x 7"  1 pack $8 .95 88-45 .7
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $8 .55
  6-10 $8 .15
  11+ $7 .75

4" x 12"  1 pack $12 .95 88-4 .12
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $12 .45
  6-10 $11 .95
  11+ $11 .45

White rolls
4 .5" x 150 yards   $23 .95 88-4 .5-150

black pre-Cuts   
4 .5" x 7"  1 pack $9 .45 88-45 .7b
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $9 .05
  6-10 $8 .65
  11-20 $8 .25

4" x 12"  1 pack $13 .45 88-4 .12b
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $12 .95  
  6-10 $12 .45
  11+ $11 .95

black rolls
4 .5" x 150 yards   $22 .95 88-4 .5-150b

Consider: if you are just starting out in the embroidery industry, having 
a 1 .8 oz . tear away and a 2 .5 oz . Cut away will cover your needs for the 
most part . if you plan to embroider caps, adding a 3 .0 oz . Cap backing 
will be necessary . beyond these basics, you can determine what other 

backings are needed based on the specific embroidery you will do.

BACKING 
& TOPPING®
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E-Zee Cap® Supreme 3.0 oz.
What makes this product supreme? it tears away very easily causing 
minimal stress on embroidered designs on structured caps! 

E-Zee Cap® Supreme 3 .0 oz . 
White pre-Cuts
4" x 7"  1 pack $11 .25 99-4 .7
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $10 .75
  6-10 $10 .25
  11+ $9 .75
E-Zee Cap® Supreme 3 .0 oz . 
White pre-Cuts
4" x 16"  1 pack $17 .95 99-4 .16
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $17 .45
  6-10 $16 .95
  11+ $16 .55

White rolls
4" x 150 yards   $29 .95 99-4-150

E-Zee Cap® 3.0 oz.
a heavy weight tear away backing . the width of cap 
backings is cut specifically to fit in cap frames. 

E-Zee Cap® 3 .0 oz .     
White pre-Cuts
4 .5" x 7"  1 pack $10 .95 78-30
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $10 .45
  6-10 $9 .95
  11+ $9 .45

4" x 12"  1 pack $14 .95 78-4 .12
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $14 .45
  6-10 $13 .95
  11+ $13 .45

White rolls
4 .5" x 50 yards   $12 .45 78-4 .5-50
4 .5" x 150 yards   $31 .75 78-4 .5-150

Consider: stitch length, density of stitches and the finished size of  
the embroidered design – designs with short stitches may require heavier 

 backing. denser designs benefit from heavier backing. 
use heavier backings for large designs .

BACKING 
& TOPPING®
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E-Zee Cut® Washaway Plus 1.9 oz.
a soft and sheer backing with release paper that dissolves easily in water . 
ideal for lycra® and hoopless embroidery . pressure-sensitive adhesive is 
fabric and needle friendly . great for stretch fabrics like bicycle shorts . 

E-Zee Cut® Washaway plus 1 .9 oz .    
White rolls
19" x 12 yards   $29 .99 56-19-12

Washaway stabilizers are available in both Cut away and tear away . 
Washaway Cut away stabilizers quickly wash away, while Washaway 
tear away stabilizers remain longer within the embroidered designs .

E-Zee Washaway Stabilizer

E-Zee Cut® Washaway 1.2 oz.
a soft and sheer backing that dissolves easily in water . it is 
ideal for lace, patches, emblems, appliqué, napkins, fleece, terry 
cloth and delicate fabrics . perfect for applications where the 
back side is visible and requires that the backing be removed 
completely . also can be used for Cutwork embroidery .

E-Zee Cut® Washaway 1 .2 oz .    
White rolls    
20" x 50 yards   $49 .95 55-20-50

Cut® Washaway  

1.2 oz.  

How to use 

1.
Be sure that your hands and work area are completely  

dry before handling. 

2.
Cut a piece from a roll of  E -Zee Cut ®Washaway  to �t your  

hoop size.  

3.
Hoop by placing  the backing underneath the garment or  

hoop alone for lace. 

4.
Embroider the design and remove the embroidered item from the hoop. 

5.
Trim the loose, excess backing with a sharp pair of scissors leaving  some excess  

backing around the out sid
e of the design.  

6.
Dissolve by submerging in liberal amounts of warm water and apply slight agitation. 

You may also run the embroidered item through a delicate wash cycle. Due to 

irregular water conditions, it m
ay be necessary to repeat this process.  

7.
Store unused E-Zee Cut ®Washaway in a dry, airtight container.  

8.
To  avoid nicking the fabric when trim

ming away the backing:  Hold the backing 

while trim
ming and let the garment drape Be sure to face it so

 you can see both the 

edge of the design and the fabric while you are trim
ming.  

Available in  

these sizes: 

 
Roll 

•20” x 50 yards 

Ezeebacking.com  

800-225-3001 

E-Zee Cut Washaway 1.2 oz. is a soft and 

sheer backing that dissolves easily in water.  

It is id
eal for lace, patches, emblems , 

applique, napkins, �eece and delicate fabrics. 

Perfect for applications where the back side 

is visible and requires  that the backing be 

removed completely. Also used for Cutwork 

Embroidery. 

Cut® Super Hefty 

Just Right 3.0 oz.  

How to use 

1. Cut a piece from a roll or use a piece of pre -cut E-Zee 

Cut ®Super Hefty Just Right  to t your hoop size.  

2. Hoop by placing  the backing underneath the garment. 

3. Embroider the design and remove the embroidered 

item from the hoop. 

4. Trim the excess backing with a sharp pair of scissors or 

shears, leaving approximately  ¼” around the  out side 

of the design. Rounding the corners  instead of leaving 

them square or pointed will avoid curling  later on.  

5. To  avoid nicking the fabric when trimming  away the 

backing: Hold the backing while trimming and let the 

garment drape Be sure to face it so you can see both 

the edge of the design and the fabric while you are 

trimming.  

Available in these sizes:  

 
Pre-Cuts 
•6.5” x 6.5” - 250 pieces 

•8” x 8” - 250 pieces 

•14”x15” 250 pieces 

 
Rolls 
•24” x 25 yards 

•24” x 100 yards 

Ezeebacking.com  

800-225-3001 

E-Zee Cut Super Hefty Just Right 3.0 oz. is a heavy 

weight, Cut Away stabilizer. It has a lofty, super soft 

hand that is great for high stitch counts and high 

density designs . This  is ideal for full jacket backs 

and full front sweatshirt designs. It is a backing that 

hoops well,helps to provide crisp designs, and will 

maintain its shape after repeated washings.  

Use with heavy �eece, knits and stretchy fabrics.  

Cut Away backings should be used for unstable and 

knit fabrics.  

Aqua® Supreme Topping 3mil.  

How to use 1. Cut a piece from a roll or use a piece of pre -cut E-Zee 

Aqua® Supreme Topping to �t your hoop size.  

2. Hoop by placing on top of  the garment, or you may 

simply lay a piece on top prior to embroidering  the 

design (using tape to hold it in place may be necessary).  

3. Embroider the design and remove the embroidered item 

from the hoop. 
4. Tear o� the excess topping and wad it into a ball.  

5.  Using a steamer or spray bottle with water,  moisten any 

left over pieces of topping on the design, giving it time to 

become tacky. 
6. Moisten one side of the excess ball of topping until it is 

tacky (you may need toadd more topping  to make the 

ball big enough to work with). 

7.  Finish by using the “bubble gum” method to remove the 

left over pieces of topping on the design  by dabbing at 

them with the tacky side of the ball of topping.  

Available in these sizes:  
 

Pre-Cuts •5” x 5” - 250 pieces 
•7” x 7” - 250 pieces 

 
Rolls 

•6.5” x 110 yards •6.5” x 1100 yards •10” x 110 yards •23” x 25 yards •23” x 110 yards 
Ezeebacking.com  800-225-3001 

E-Zee  Aqua Supreme Topping 3mil. is 

a water soluble topping that prevents 

intricate parts of the design from 

sinking into the nap or pile and 

getting lost.  The crispness of a design  

can be enhanced as well, especially 

when using a thinner  60 weight 

thread.  Use on top of high pro�le fabric,  such 

as  �eece, sweaters, corduroy and 

other soft knits.  

Without topping 

With topping 

BACKING 
& TOPPING®

More Information: to download 
informational tutorial sheets to  

learn more about individual  
E-Zee backing & topping®  

products, visit  
ezeebacking .com  

and select education!
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a selection of low profile, sturdy cut away stabilizers. They are 
available in both non-woven and woven versions to fit your 
embroidery needs and preferences . these are the solutions to 
quality embroidery on thin, slippery performance wear garments .

E-Zee Cut® Performance Stabilizer 

E-Zee Cut® Performance 2.7 oz.
This low profile, woven cut away backing provides low visibility for use 
with lightweight fabrics. The low profile, sheer quality prevents the 
"badge effect" that is common when too heavy a backing is used . great 
for performance wear garments and any other ultra-stretchy fabrics .

E-Zee Cut® performance 2 .7 oz .   
White pre-Cuts    
7 .5" x 8"  1 pack $30 .45 15-75 .8
250 pieces/pack  2-5 $29 .95
  6-10 $29 .45
  11+ $28 .95

White rolls
20" x 50 yards   $83 .95 15-20-50
  
black pre-Cuts
7 .5" x 8"  1 pack $33 .45 15-75 .8b
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $32 .90
  6-10 $32 .35
  11+ $31 .80 

black rolls
20" x 50 yards   $93 .95 15-20-50b

E-Zee Polymesh 1.5 oz.
e-Zee Polymesh is a low profile, 100% polyester woven 
backing used to prevent show through on light garments . 
use with lightweight tear away for best results .

E-Zee polymesh 1 .5 oz .    
White rolls
20" x 25 yards   $37 .95 70-22-25 
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E-Zee Weblon 1.5 oz.
a low profile, soft and sheer cut away backing that provides low visibility 
with lightweight fabrics . made of 100% embossed nylon, it is formaldehyde-
free. The low profile, sheer quality prevents the "badge effect" that is 
common when too heavy a backing is used . use with performance wear, 
knits and loosely woven fabrics . great for designs of up to 8,000 stitches . 
two pieces may be used together for larger and more dense designs .

E-Zee Weblon No Show 1 .5 oz . White   
White pre-Cuts
6 .5" x 6 .5"  1 pack $16 .95 20-6 .5
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $16 .45
  6-10 $15 .95
  11+ $15 .45

8" x 8"  1 pack $23 .95 20-8 .8
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $23 .45
  6-10 $22 .95
  11+ $22 .45

White rolls
20" x 50 yards   $49 .95 20-50
    

black pre-Cuts
7 .5" x 8"  1 pack $26 .95 20-75 .8b
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $26 .45
  6-10 $25 .95 
  11+ $25 .45

black rolls
20" x 50 yards   $62 .95 20-20-50b 
   

beige pre-Cuts   
7 .5" x 8"  1 pack $34 .95 20-75 .8bg
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $34 .40 
  6-10 $33 .85
  11+ $33 .30

beige rolls    
30" x 50 yards   $95 .95 20-30-50bg
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E-Zee Cut® Extra Stable 2.5 oz. 
a medium weight cut away stabilizer. Low profile with grids that provide 
extra stabilizing without extra bulk . E-Zee Cut® Extra Stable is made 
from 100% polyester . use a press cloth and low heat when ironing . 

E-Zee Cut® Extra Stable 2 .5 oz . 
White pre-Cuts
7 .5" x 8"  1 pack $25 .95 25-75 .8ES
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $25 .45
  6-10 $24 .95
  11+ $24 .45

White rolls
30" x 50 yards   $79 .95 25-30-50ES
30" x 100 yards   $177 .95 25-30-100ES

black pre-Cuts
7 .5" x 8"  1 pack $28 .95 25-75 .8ESb
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $28 .40
  6-10 $27 .85
  11+ $27 .30

black rolls
30" x 50 yards   $79 .95 25-30-50ESb
30" x 100 yards   $146 .95 25-30-100ESb

includes Cut away with a grid for extra stability, Stick-on 
for hard to hoop, Waffle for ease of tearing away, as well 
as appliqué material and badge making stabilizers.

E-Zee Specialty Stabilizer 

E-Zee Tear® Stick-On 1.5 oz.
a tear away backing with a release paper and pressure-sensitive 
adhesive on one side . use it for hard to hoop and small items 
such as pockets, socks, cuffs, belts, collars, etc . prevents hoop 
burns with fabrics like velour and brushed corduroy .

E-Zee tear® Stick-on 1 .5 oz .     
White pre-Cuts   
9" x 9"  1 pack $49 .95 21-9 .9
100 pieces/pack 2-5 $49 .40
2 mil adhesive  6-10 $48 .85 
  11+ $48 .30

White rolls
4 .5" x 25 yards   $16 .95 21-4 .5-25
8" x 25 yards   $34 .45 21-8
8" x 50 yards   $67 .95 21-8-50
21" x 25 yards   $79 .95 21-25
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E-Zee Tear® Waffle Just Right 1.8 oz.
E-Zee tear® Waffle is ultra soft and has perforations that allow 
it to be torn away easily without causing stress to the design or 
fabric . the best choice to use with delicate designs and fabrics . 

E-Zee tear® Waffle Just right 1.8 oz.    
White pre-Cuts
8" x 8"  1 pack $12 .95 52-8 .8
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $12 .45
  6-10 $11 .95
  11+ $11 .45

White rolls
24" x 25 yards   $16 .95 52-24-25
24" x 100 yards   $51 .04 52-24-100

E-Zee Flame Resistant Weblon Mesh 1.6 oz.
E-Zee flame resistant Weblon mesh, developed for safety, is ideal for use 
on baby wear, aeronautics, motor sports and anywhere safety is a concern .

E-Zee flame resistant Weblon mesh 1 .6 oz .   
White pre-Cuts
8" x 8"  1 pack $13 .45 63-8 .8
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $12 .95
  6-10 $12 .45
  11+ $11 .95

White rolls
24" x 25 yards   $23 .95 63-24-25

3M™ Scotchlite Silver Reflective Appliqué Fabric
apply to a garment as an added safety feature . instruction 
sheet, creating appliqués, is at madeirausa .com . 

3m™ scotchlite silver reflective appliqué Fabric
price per yard/ 12" wide  $19 .45 8910

Appliqué Magic® Fusible Backing 1.2 oz.
a double-sided adhesive backing for appliqué embroidery. 
Side one has a heat-activated adhesive that fuses directly to 
the appliqué fabrics. side two has release paper and pressure-
sensitive adhesive to adhere cut fabric to the garment .
    
appliqué magic® fusible backing 1 .2 oz .
13 .33" x 25 yard roll  $35 .95 57-19-12

Appliqué Sealing Iron  $37 .95 2200  
Features a non-stick Teflon® coating,  
a variable temperature control and a 5 .5' cord .  
Temperature range is 100˚ to 350˚F.  
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E-Zee Film Laminate Polyurethane 2 mil
a film laminate for finishing the backs of patches. also 
used to waterproof the back side of embroidered weather 
resistant garments. use medium pressure at 248˚ to 266˚F 
for 20 seconds . Excellent adhesion to nylon, polyester, 
polyurethane and pVC .

E-Zee film laminate polyurethane 2 mil
rolls
19" x 10 yards    $65 .95 3218-19-10
19" x 50 yards   $235 .95 3218-19-50

E-Zee Heat Seal Nylon 5 mil
a highly bondable heat seal used primarily on patches to permanently seal 
to garments or hats. use medium pressure at 320˚ to 392˚F for 15 seconds.  
Excellent adhesion to acetate, acrylic, cotton, rayon, silk and wool fabrics .

E-Zee Heat Seal Nylon 5 mil
rolls   
19" x 10 yards   $59 .95 4220-19-10 
19" x 100 yards   $349 .95 4220-19-100
58" x 50 yards   $625 .95 4220-58-50

E-Zee Heat Seal Polyester 5 mil
use with film laminate 3218 or alone to produce permanent seals on 
patches and appliqués. create an economical patch using 3218 as a 
stiffener before  embroidering, then add the 5250 as an adhesive coat . 
adheres to most fabrics. use light to moderate pressure at 320˚ to 
392˚F. excellent adhesion to cotton, polyester and blended fabrics. 

E-Zee Heat Seal polyester 5 mil
rolls
19" x 10 yards   $87 .95 5256-19-10
19" x 100 yards   $369 .95 5256-19-100

Badgemaster® 3 mil 
a heavy weight, water-soluble backing that dissolves 
completely for lace and heirloom embroidery .

badgemaster® 3 mil 
rolls
15" x 25 yards   $35 .95 110-15-25

E-Zee Crinoline
use when extra stiffness is needed for badges and emblems .

E-Zee Crinoline
rolls
49" x 10 yards   $29 .95 159-49-10
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E-Zee Badge Film 100 mic.
a heat-sensitive film that is 100 microns and made of Polyolefin. 
Embroidered patches and emblems are stitched directly on to two layers and 
pop out easily . residual material left after tearing it away can be removed 
with heat. material left within fill stitches and satin stitches remains. 

E-Zee badge film 100 mic .
rolls
19" x 109 yards   $68 .95 35100-19-109

E-Zee Heat-Activated Stabilizer 30 mic.
a lightweight, 30 micron, heat-sensitive film that is made of Polyolefin. 
use as a stabilizer when it is necessary for the backing to disappear 
completely . residual material left after tearing it away can be removed 
with heat. material left within fill stitches and satin stitches remains. 
Not recommended for garments that will be worn next to the skin .

E-Zee Heat-activated Stabilizer 30 mic .
rolls
19" x 109 yards   $33 .95 3530-19-109

E-Zee aqua® Supreme topping 20 mic .
pre-Cuts
5" x 5"  1 pack $8 .95 101-5 .5
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $8 .55
  6-10 $8 .15
  11+ $7 .75

7" x 7"  1 pack $13 .45 101-7 .7
250 pieces/pack 2-5 $12 .95
  6-10 $12 .45
  11+ $11 .95

rolls
23" x 25 yards   $19 .95 101-23-25
23" x 110 yards   $69 .95 101-23-110 
10" x 110 yards   $42 .95 101-10-110
6 .5" x 110 yards   $23 .95 101-6 .5-110
6 .5" x 1100 yards  $169 .95 101-301-6

E-Zee Aqua® Supreme Topping
a water-soluble topping that prevents intricate parts of embroidery 
designs from sinking into the nap or pile and getting lost . the crispness 
of any design can be enhanced with the use of E-Zee aqua® Supreme!
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3D Foam for Raised Embroidery
3d foam is used to create a raised effect on caps, 
jackets, bags and other stable fabrics . find instructions, 
Creating 3d Embroidery, at madeirausa .com .

E-Zee 3D Foam 3 mm.
E-Zee 3d foam is used to create 3d embroidery on caps, 
jackets, bags, aprons and other stable fabrics . download our 
instructions and digitizing information at madeirausa .com .

E-Zee 3d foam 3 mm .  
12" x 18" Sheets 
 black 1 Sheet $1 .95 12-18-b
  10 Sheets $16 .45 12-18-b-10
 White 1 Sheet $1 .95 12-18-W
  10 Sheets $16 .45 12-18-W-10
 red 1 Sheet $1 .95 12-18-r
  10 Sheets $16 .45 12-18-r-10
 royal blue 1 Sheet $1 .95 12-18-rb
  10 Sheets $16 .45 12-18-rb-10
 Navy 1 Sheet $1 .95 12-18-NV
  10 Sheets $16 .45 12-18-NV-10
 forest green 1 Sheet $1 .95 12-18-fg
  10 Sheets $16 .45 12-18-fg-10
 purple 1 Sheet $1 .95 12-18-p
  10 Sheets $16 .45 12-18-p-10
 yellow 1 Sheet $1 .95 12-18-y
  10 Sheets $16 .45 12-18-y-10
 orange 1 Sheet $1 .95 12-18-o
  10 Sheets $16 .45 12-18-o-10
 light tan 1 Sheet $1 .95 12-18-lt
  10 Sheets $16 .45 12-18-lt-10
 gray 1 Sheet $1 .95 12-18-gr
  10 Sheets $16 .45 12-18-gr-10

E-Zee BodyBuilder Hard 3D Foam 3 mm.
e-Zee BodyBuilder Hard 3d foam is a firm foam that produces 
a more rigid raised embroidery . to fully cover foam, it is 
necessary to increase the density of a 3d design .

E-Zee bodybuilder Hard 3d foam 3 mm .
15 .75" x 11 .75" Sheets
 black 10 Sheets $18 .45 10-bb-b
 
 White 10 Sheets $18 .45 10-bb-W
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E-Zee Weblon No Show Fusible 1.65 oz. 
a low profile, soft and sheer cut away backing with an adhesive back. use as 
an iron-on backing or as a cover-all to finish the back side of embroidery.

E-Zee Weblon No Show fusible 1 .65 oz .    
White pre-Cuts   
8" x 8"  1 pack $19 .45 304-8 .8-W
100 pieces/pack 2-5 $18 .95
  6-10 $18 .45
  11+ $17 .95 

White rolls   
20" x 100 yards   $107 .95 304-20-100-W 

  
black pre-Cuts
8" x 8"  1 pack $22 .95 304-8 .8-b
100 pieces/pack 2-5 $22 .45
  6-10 $21 .95
  11+ $21 .45

black rolls   
20" x 100 yards   $146 .95 304-20-100-b 

E-Zee Comfort Just Right 1.3 oz. 
a soft, smooth layer that is fused to the back side of finished 
embroidery, covering all stitching and backing . perfect for 
children and infant wear, it's great for anyone with sensitive skin . 
apply with a warm iron, 250˚ to 270˚F for 10 to 20 seconds.

E-Zee Comfort Just right 1 .3 oz .    
White pre-Cuts
7" x 7"  1 pack $7 .95 50-7 .7
100 pieces/pack 2-5 $7 .55
  6-10 $7 .15
  11+ $6 .75

White rolls
14" x 50 yards   $21 .45 50-14-50

E-Zee Backing Finisher
Non-woven with a heat-activated adhesive . they are 
soft and smooth and provide a finished appearance 
to the reverse side of finished embroidery.
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Bobbins are one of the most important factors in 
producing high quality embroidery. With a wide 
range of bobbin brands, including Madeira’s own 
pre-wound bobbins, you’ll be sure to find your 
favorite in both Style "L" and "M". Style "A" is  
available for home embroidery machines.

Bobbin
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See at a glance how much bobbin thread is left with these 
quality, pre-wound bobbins with plastic sides and core .

for those who prefer to wind their own bobbins, burmilon 200 spun 
polyester is a very fine bobbin thread. its advantage is the less 
frequent bobbin changes due to fitting a larger quantity of thread 
onto each bobbin . it is suitable for all types of fabrics and apparel .

Madeira Plastic
White Style "l"   $29 .99 308-141W
plastic-sided   
120 yards 144/box  
filament polyester 

NEB
White Style "l"   $52 .95 141-132-W
plastic-sided   
132 yards 144/box  
filament polyester

black Style "l"   $59 .95 141-132-b
plastic-sided   
132 yards 144/box  
filament polyester

madeira burmilon 200    
White   $7 .95 303-501
black   $7 .95 303-500
8,202 yard cones 
Spun polyester

Madeira Bobbin Thread Cone

Plastic-Sided Bobbins

Style "m" Style "l"

Style "m" and "l" are the most common sizes of pre-wound bobbins . Style "a" is the 
same diameter as the style "l", but slightly taller and is used on home machines .
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Madeira Elite Gold     
White Style "l"  1 box $30 .00 308-503
paper-sided  2-5 $29 .50
134 yards 144/box 6-15 $29 .00
filament polyester 16-29 $28 .50
  30+ $28 .00

black Style "l"  1-15 boxes $32 .95 308-506
paper-sided  16-29 $32 .45 
124 yards 144/box 30+ $31 .95
filament polyester  

White Style "l"  1 box $33 .95 121-147
paper-sided  2-5 $33 .45 
134 yards 144/box 6-15 $32 .95
filament polyester 16-29 $32 .45
  30+ $31 .95
Coats American Trusew
White Style "l"  1 box $65 .95 131-15
paper-sided  2-15 $65 .45
132 yards 144/box 16-29 $64 .95
filament polyester 30+ $64 .45

black Style "l"  1 box $79 .95 131-15-b
paper-sided  2-15 $79 .45
132 yards 144/box 16-29 $78 .95
filament polyester 30+ $78 .45
     
White Style "m"   $109 .95 131-mV-15
paper-sided   
235 yards 144/box  
filament polyester

black Style "m"   $115 .95 131-mV-15-b
paper-sided   
235 yards 144/box  
filament polyester

paper-Sided bobbins have semi-rigid sides that 
help reduce lint in the bobbin cavity and create less 
friction and wear against the metal bobbin case .

Paper-Sided Bobbins
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Madeira Magnetic Sided
White Style "l"  1-23 boxes $32 .95 308-509
magnetic paper-sided 24+ $31 .95
134 yards 144/box  
filament polyester
  
black Style "l"  1-23 boxes $34 .95 308-509-b
magnetic paper-sided 24+ $33 .95
134 yards 144/box  
filament polyester 

Fil-Tec Magnetic Core     
White Style "l"  1-23 boxes $45 .00 12434
Sideless magnetic Core 24+ $44 .00
135 yards 100/box 
filament polyester

black Style "l"  1-23 boxes $51 .95 12457 
Sideless magnetic Core 24+ $50 .95
130 yards 100/box   
filament polyester 
     
White Style "m"   $62 .95 12445
Sideless magnetic Core  
230 yards 100/box  
filament polyester

magnetic bobbins help provide uniform tension throughout the run 
of the bobbin, resulting in fewer bobbin changes and less waste . 
they are available in both magnetic core and magnetic sided .    

Magnetic Bobbins

Coats American Astra
White Style "l"  1 box $45 .95 131-114
paper-sided  2-15 $45 .45
114 yards 144/box 16-29 $44 .95
100% Spun polyester 30+ $44 .45

White Style "a"   $54 .95 131-124
paper-sided   
124 yards 144/box   
100% Spun polyester

Gral
White Style "l"  1-29 boxes $75 .95 131-360
paper-sided  30+ $74 .95
132 yards 360/box   
filament polyester
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made of 100% aramid, containing Nomex® fibers by duPont®, flame 
resistant bobbin thread is ideal for industries where safety is a 
concern . flame resistant bobbin thread is intended for use with 
madeira's Fire Fighter top thread and flame resistant backing. 

White Style "l"   $126 .95 131-67
paper-sided   
67 yards 144/box  
100% aramid (tex 27)

White Style "l"   $14 .95 131-67-10
paper-sided   
67 yards 10/pack  
100% aramid (tex 27)

White   $31 .95 923-N1803
5,500 yard cone     
100% aramid (dtex 130 x 2)

Madeira Flame Resistant Bobbins

Madeira Value    
White Style "l"  1 box $20 .95 308-511
Sideless  2-5 $20 .45
150 yards 144/box 6-15 $19 .95
filament polyester 16-29 $19 .45
  30+ $18 .95

Sideless bobbins are economical and designed 
to run well in all embroidery machines .

Sideless Bobbins
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Madeira offers a wide range of needles, sprays, oils,  
scissors, storage and general supplies for use with  
embroidery machines and in embroidery shops. 

Accessories
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madeira large Eye round Shank Needles dbxK5 
#60/8 ballpoint SES 100/box $23 .95 102-60-b
#60/8 ballpoint SES 10/tray $4 .95 102-60-bt
#65/9 ballpoint SES 100/box $23 .95 102-65-b 
#65/9 ballpoint SES 10/tray $4 .95 102-65-bt 
#75/11 ballpoint SES 100/box $23 .95 102-75-b
#75/11 ballpoint SES 10/tray $4 .95 102-75-bt
#80/12 ballpoint SES 100/box $23 .95 102-80-b
#80/12 ballpoint SES 10/tray  $4 .95 102-80-bt
#90/14 ballpoint SES 100/box $23 .95 102-90-b
#90/14 ballpoint SES 10/tray $4 .95 102-90-bt
#100/16 ballpoint SuK 100/box $23 .95 102-100-b
#100/16 ballpoint SuK 10/tray $4 .95 102-100-bt
#60/8 Sharp rg  100/box $23 .95 102-60-S
#60/8 Sharp rg  10/tray  $4 .95 102-60-St
#65/9 Sharp rg  100/box $23 .95 102-65-S 
#65/9 Sharp rg  10/tray $4 .95 102-65-St 
#75/11 Sharp rg 100/box $23 .95 102-75-S
#75/11 Sharp rg 10/tray  $4 .95 102-75-St
#80/12 Sharp rg 100/box $23 .95 102-80-S
#80/12 Sharp rg 10/tray  $4 .95 102-80-St
#90/14 Sharp rg 100/box $23 .95 102-90-S
#90/14 Sharp rg 10/tray  $4 .95 102-90-St
#100/16 Sharp rg 100/box $23 .95 102-100-S
#100/16 Sharp rg 10/tray $4 .95 102-100-St 

Needles and Grippers

Needle Gripper   $4 .95 139-292
features locking handle and soft-coated gripping teeth, providing an easier 
and more precise method to change needles on your embroidery machine .

Needle Ease   $69 .95 139-282
With a single hand and a signature "click",  
be sure your needle is facing forward every time .

Madeira Needles
madeira Large eye string-polished needles are a finer needle 
that can be used with thicker thread . precision manufactured in 
germany, these stainless steel needles run in most machines to 
create superb embroidery with fewer thread or needle breaks .

Madeira Large Eye Round Shank Needles DBxK5 SAN8
as an alternative to using a dbxK5 #90/14, try this SaN®8 #80/12 . it is a thinner 
needle with a bigger needle eye . recommended for use with madeira's 
fS #30, fS #35, fS #45 & Supertwist #30 metallic embroidery threads .

#80/12 ballpoint SaN8  $39 .95 102-80-SaN8
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Schmetz Needles
Standard eye needles have thicker side eye walls that 
will help reduce needle deflection. The longer tip to eye 
length helps pierce the material from a distance . 

Schmetz Standard Eye round Shank Needles dbx1
#70/10 ballpoint SuK 100/box $24 .95 100-70-10-b 
#75/11 ballpoint SuK  $24 .95 100-75-11-b
#80/12 ballpoint SuK  $24 .95 100-80-12-b
#70/10 Sharp   $24 .95 100-70-10-S
#75/11 Sharp   $24 .95 100-75-11-S
#80/12 Sharp   $24 .95 100-80-12-S
 
Schmetz large Eye round Shank Needles dbxK5
#75/11 ballpoint SES 100/box $24 .95 100-75-b 
#75/11 Sharp   $24 .95 100-75-S
#80/12 Sharp   $24 .95 100-80-S
 
Schmetz large Eye flat Sided Needles dbxK5
#75/11 universal 25/tray $13 .45 130-75-11-S-5
#75/11 universal 5/tray $2 .95 130-75-11-S 
#90/14 universal 25/tray $1345 130-90-14-S-5
#90/14 universal 5/tray $2 .95 130-90-14-S

Organ Needles
large eye needles are easier to thread, especially when using 
specialty threads that are thicker than 40 weight . titanium needles 
are a good choice for heavy fabrics or thick caps . Non-stick coating 
on needles keeps friction low and prevents adhesive build-up .

organ large Eye round Shank Needles dbxK5
#75/11 ballpoint titanium 100/box $26 .45 602-75-b
#75/11 ballpoint titanium 10/tray $4 .95 602-75-b-10
#75/11 Sharp titanium 100/box $26 .45 602-75-S
#75/11 Sharp titanium 10/tray $4 .95 602-75-S-10
#80/12 Sharp titanium 100/box $26 .45 602-80-S
#80/12 Sharp titanium 10/tray $4 .95 602-80-S-10
#80/12 Sharp "Non-Stick" embedded 100/box $26 .45 602-80-St
#80/12 Sharp "Non-Stick" embedded 10/tray $4 .95 602-80-St-10

rG = sharp Point • ses, suK = Ballpoint • dB x K5 = Large eye machine embroidery Needles 
the life of a needle averages 8 hours of stitching

point

Scarf Shank
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Scissors and Snips
Extra Fine Curved Point Scissors  $9 .95 139-705
3.5" extra fine point scissors 

Fine Point Embroidery Snip  $11 .95 139-102
3.5" snip, with fine point for close trimming

Madeira Thread Clips  $5 .50 9475N
4 .75" ergonomic, single ring, automatic spring back

Spring Action Snip-Its Thread Clip  $2 .50 328-001
4" spring action thread clip

Curved Point Squeeze Snips Scissors  $7 .95 957-696
4 .5" super sharp scissors

Embroidery Scissor  $8 .50 139-668
4 .25" with black handle

Fine Curved Point Adjustable Scissors  $13 .45 140-61
4" with adjustable finger holes

Soft Handled Dressmaker Shears  $13 .95 139-1860-2
8" stainless steel shears 

Lightweight Gingher Thread Clips  $16 .95 139-0487
4" lightweight clips

Fiskars Shears   $18 .95 139-9911
8" stainless steel shears, both left & right-handed

Fiskars Trimmer  $13 .95 139-9921
5" spring action 

Gold Plated Double Curved Scissors  $8 .95 9478
3 .5" double curved scissors

Chrome Plated Double Curved Scissors  $13 .95 9491
5" ergonomically shaped scissors

Chrome Plated Appliqué Scissors  $12 .95 9493
6" appliqué scissors

Fiskars Comfort Loop 45 mm. Rotary Cutter  $17 .95 139-195210
45 mm . rotary replacement blade  $6 .95 139-45
 
Fiskars Ergo Control 60 mm. Rotary Cutter  $32 .95 139-197940
60 mm . rotary replacement blade  $9 .95 139-60
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139-102 9475N

328-001 957-696 139-668

140-61 139-1860-2 139-0487

139-9911 139-9921

139-705

9478

9491 9493 139-195210

139-45 139-197940 139-60
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Peggy's Stitch Eraser 3®  $83 .95 748-300
replacement Head  $24 .95 748-002
the original corded stitch removal tool designed by an embroiderer for  
embroiderers . the special cutting head and powerful motor will save you 
time and money by removing embroidery mistakes easier and faster . 

Peggy's Stitch Eraser 9®   $80 .95 748-999
replacement Head  $21 .95 748-009
designed to be a companion to the Stitch Eraser 3, it features 
a new and smaller cutting head . it is best used for work in 
smaller areas of a design, including seams and hems .

Madeira Seam Ripper  $2 .90 9474
4 .75" large cushioned handle  
provides extra comfort .

Fine Point Tweezers  $3 .15 957-4
4 .75" precision tip for thread  
removal or precision trimming .

Bent Tweezers   $3 .25 957-6
6 .25" bent tip provides extra precision .

Magic Permanent Ink Pens   
black - m700-t1   $3 .95 101-700-bK
blue - m700-t3   $3 .95 101-700-bl
brown - m700-t6  $3 .95 101-700-br
light brown - m700-t10  $3 .95 101-700-lb
light green - m700-t9  $3 .95 101-700-lg
orange - m700-t7  $3 .95 101-700-or
pink - m700-t12   $3 .95 101-700-pK
purple - m700-t8  $3 .95 101-700-pr
light blue - m700-t11  $3 .95 101-700-ltb
red - m700-t2   $3 .95 101-700-rd
green - m700-t4  $3 .95 101-700-gr
yellow - m700-t5  $3 .95 101-700-yl
Collection of all 12 different Colored pens  $37 .95 101-700
Collection of black, blue and red pen  $9 .95 101-700-3

Invisible Temporary Marking Pens   
purple   $3 .45 101-305-1
White   $3 .45 101-305-2

Dritz® Marking Pencil   
White   $4 .45 675-9

Touch-Up Pens

Thread Removal
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Color Cards
for best color matching and thread selection, our color cards 
consist of actual thread windings . Cards indicate availability of 
thread weights, use, care and some include pantone® matching chart .

Classic rayon   $5 .00 100-430
polyneon   $5 .00 100-83
frosted matt   $5 .00 100-112
polyester Cr metallic  $5 .00 100-65
fS metallic and Supertwist  $5 .00 100-63
Soft metallic   $5 .00 100-76
burmilana and burmilanaCo  $5 .00 100-69
fire fighter   $5 .00 100-96

Color Card Collection Box
includes Classic rayon, polyneon, frosted matt $29 .95 100-boX 
fS metallic, Supertwist, burmilana, burmilanaCo,  
and an E-Zee backing booking for reference . 

Pantone® Plus Series Formula Guide
provides a consistent method for communicating 
and matching solid pantone® colors . includes market 
driven colors on coated and uncoated stocks .

pantone® plus Series formula guide   $179 .00 100-paN2

Color Matching

For Quality 
One Stop Your

EmbroidEry 
SupplieS

SUPPLy PACkS
 •  For all your embroidery needs
•  each Pack includes stabilizers,  

bobbins, needles, tools  
& thread removal

•  sPecialty thread samPles 
•  color cards 

3 sizes to Fit every budget

shoP item #s  
SP    SPP    SPD 
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reflectra® Stitchfoil
reflectra® stitchfoil is a polyurethane based appliqué material. 
use the brightly colored foils for visibility in all lighting 
conditions, or create hidden special effects with translucent 
foils . it’s oeko-tex® certified, free of harmful substances. We 
offer 6 collections of Stitchfoil, each in a variety of choices .

Sensation (#S640) is only seen in direct light, creating a surprising 
special effect . it is available in opaque/translucent and opaque/
translucent Scratch Silver . Star (#S600) comes in 10 solid colors, 
while Neon Star (#sN700) is available in 6 fluorescent colors. 
Scratch (#S620)is a solid background color with sparkling metallic 
scratch design that comes in 6 colors . Scratch Neon (#SN720) 
features 6 different fluorescent color backgrounds with the same 
metallic scratch design . Stone (#S680) is a solid color background 
with sparkling metallic splatter design . backgrounds come in 
6 different colors, plus a silver on silver and gold on gold . 

Visit madeirausa.com to view the wide selection in reflectra® Stitchfoil .

Stitchfoil

design by urban threads
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Multi-Functional Frame System
the multi-functional frame System (mfS) is an easy-to-operate frame 
system that allows you to embroider badges directly onto a paper-windowed 
plastic pre-frame and simply tear away the plastic film background. make 
anywhere from a single badge to hundreds with this unique tool!

madeira multi-functional frame System   $329 .20 mfS-25 
includes a machine-specific 7.5" square  
embroidery hoop, 2-part removable frame  
insert and 25 E-Zee pre-frames

Madeira Multi-functional Frame System Pre-Frames  
a paper-framed film that is strong enough to hold the embroidered image, 
but pliable enough to allow the finished design to merely be "popped" out of 
the plastic film by hand. embroidered surface of each frame measures 4" x 4".
 
25 pre-frames per pack   $8 .95 080E1001-25
50 pre-frames per pack  $16 .95 080E1001-50
100 pre-frames per pack  $31 .95 080E1001-100
50 pre-frames per pack  $75 .00 080E1001-250

Specialty Systems
All in 1 Hooper
the all in 1 Hooper is designed to hoop all garment sizes . it has 5 boards 
embedded into 1 device . adults, Juniors, toddlers, infants and Sleeve 
boards all collapse independently to adjust to the size needed . the all in 
1 Hooper is the only device in the industry that works with every garment 
and hoop size without having to purchase additional attachments .
please allow extra shipping time .

the all in 1 Hooper  $850 .00 133-01
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Floor Product Display Stand  $179 .00 155-a
Holds 324 mSCs or 95 Cones per side . 
13 .5" wide x 60" high on revolving base . 
Customizable 13 .5" x 6" header .

Tabletop Product Display Stand  $63 .95 155-b
Holds 120 mSCs or 35 Cones per side .
13 .5" wide x 22" high on revolving base .
Customizable 13 .5" x 6" header .

Clear Acrylic Bin With Dividers  $23 .45 155-C
13" wide x 7" deep x 4" high . 
2 dividers are clear and removable .

2" All Wire Hooks  $13 .95 155-g
for easy access to mSCs, pack of 50 .

4" Clear Plastic Hooks  $25 .00 155-H
for secure hold and displaying purposes 
50 per pack, holds both mSC and Cone thread styles .

Product Display and Storage
fully customizable product displays for thread, 
embroidery supplies and literature .
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Madeira Cone and Spool Holder  $0 .99 100-7

Sewing Machine Cone Holder  $8 .45 921

Metal Mini Snap Cone Rack  $54 .95 670
16 .5" x 21" x 2 .5", holds 60 1,100-yard mSCs .

Jumbo Wooden Cone Rack  $36 .95 678
14" x 27" x 3", holds 48 5,500-yard cones .

Plastic Mini Snap Cone Carry Case  $11 .95 745-5315
14 .5" x 10 .5" x 3 .5", holds 48 1,100-yard mSCs .

Plastic Mini Snap Cone Storage Box  $7 .00 4007
10 .75" x 7 .25" x 1 .625", holds 12 1,100-yard mSCs .

Plastic Mini Snap Cone Storage Box  $14 .95 4016
10 .75" x 7 .25" x 1 .625", holds 16 1,100-yard mSCs .

Spool/Mini Snap Cone Empty Chest  $175 .00 24
21" x 6 .75" x 17", holds up to 180 mSCs, spools,  
barrel spools in a 3-drawer wooden chest .

Spool/Mini Snap Cone Empty Drawer  $105 .00 24-7
21" x 2 .75" x 17", holds up to 60 mSCs, spools,  
barrel spools in a single-drawer wooden chest .

Utility Tray   $4 .99 29696
9 .8" x 6 .8" x 2 .1", use this handy tray to keep your  
most commonly used embroidery tools at your finger tips.
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Sprays and Lubricants
Madeira Spray Adhesive 1000 17 oz.  
Quick drying, low residue,  1 can $12 .95 157-1000 
temporary spray adhesive . 2-11 $12 .25
  12+ $11 .25
  
Madeira Spray Adhesive 1100 18 oz.  
Non-staining, lemon scented,  1 can $12 .95 157-1100 
slow drying, temporary spray adhesive . 2-11 $12 .25
  12+ $11 .25

ML-5 Madeira Machine Lubricant  
Sprays lubricating oil in the  1 can $8 .45 ml-5 
equivalent of a single drop . 2-11 $8 .00
  12+ $7 .45  

Madeira White Machine Oil  
Non-staining white oil designed  1 quart $10 .95 287-32 
for use on embroidery and 4 ounces $4 .50 287-4 
sewing equipment .
    
WD-40® Lithium Grease 10 oz.  $12 .95 157-1 
White lithium grease spray .

Ultra Duster™ 12 oz.  $6 .95 157-12
industrial strength canned air  
for lint and dust removal .

Hook Wash 11 oz.  $16 .95 157-123
a mineral based lubricant/solvent mixture  
that allows for a quick cleaning when replacing 
needle cases, bobbin cases and tension assemblies .
   
Albachem® Spot Lifter 17 oz.  $11 .95 157-1674 
Spray-on powdered spot remover removes grease 
and oil stains . leaves no rings on fabric .
   
Sprayway® Glass Cleaner 19 oz.  $3 .95 157-050
the most versatile glass cleaner available .  
dissolves dirt, grease, grit and grime .  
Heavy-duty foam clings to vertical surfaces .  
Guaranteed to leave no film. ammonia free.
    
Sprayway® Clean Jet 100 10 oz.  $13 .95 157-10
Canned air for lint and dust removal .
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Sprayway® 955 Anti-Stat 14 oz.  $8 .95 157-955 
anti-static spray eliminates static in the work  
environment . Safe to use on a wide variety of fabrics  
as well as machinery or places where static occurs .

Needle Nose Pen Oiler  $3 .95 2-15
1" long tip, filled with oil,  
ideal for oiling machinery, refillable.

Needle Nose Oiler  $3 .45 196
empty, refillable bottle ideal for oiling  
intricate machinery . oil sold separately .

Dritz® Fray Check .75 oz. 2 Bottle Pack  $7 .95 675-1674
prevents fabric from fraying and secures  
thread ends . Will not discolor or stain most 
fabrics . Washable and dry cleanable .

157-1000 157-1100 ml-5

287-32 287-4 157-1

157-12 157-123 157-050

157-955 2-15

196

675-1674
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Thread Tension and Bobbin Cases
Towa® Digital Top Thread  
and Bobbin Tension Gauge  
with "l" Style insert  $129 .00 200-60-l 
additional "l" Style insert  $9 .50 200-l
with "m" Style insert  $129 .00 200-60-m 
additional "m" Style insert  $9 .50 200-m 

Tajima Top Thread Tension Gauge  $22 .50 200-10

Towa® Style "L" Bobbin Tension Gauge  $73 .95 200-50

Towa® Style "L" Bobbin Case    
Style "l" with pigtail 1 case $8 .75 602-1058
  2-10 $8 .25  
  11-49 $7 .75
  50+ $7 .25

Towa® Style "L" Bobbin Case    
Style "l" with slide guide 1 case $21 .95 602-1070
  2-10 $20 .95  
  11-49 $20 .45
  50+ $19 .95

Style "M" Bobbin Case
Style "m" with anti backlash spring  $25 .10 602-2

Maintenance Tools
Embroidery Tool Kit  $14 .95 139-101
includes curved point squeeze snips, embroidery scissors, screwdriver,  
fine point bent tweezers and seam ripper, all in a handy zippered case.

"Bird Nest" Removal Kit  $24 .95 139-103
includes a stitch releaser, replacement blade  
and thread hook all in handy zippered case .

Cleaning Brush   $1 .95 139-1
5 .75", two-sided brush

Lint Busters® Lint Roller
professional strength,  3 pack with 1 handle $9 .95 122-3
60 sheets per roll .  12 pack with 1 handle $28 .95 122-12
  
Plastic Ruler   $1 .95 105-6
6" clear, plastic ruler, perfect for  
placement of designs inside hoop .

Precision Screwdriver Set  $4 .95 124-6 
Self-storing, 8-tip maintenance tool .

All Prices Are listed At WholesAle. MsrP AvAilAble.56



able to order 24/7 - order any time or day at www .madeirausa .com .

Web-only Specials - enjoy savings on product and shipping .

Customer Service 12 hours - 8:00 am - 8:00 pm ESt 
(5:00 am - 5:00 pm pSt) 5 days/week .

 Social media Coverage - facebook, twitter,  
instagram, youtube and more . 

live Chat – connects you with a customer 
service representative online, real time .  

Shipping from 13 locations - moves product to  
customers with speed and efficiency.

Webinars - on topics like specialty thread, 
backing and other embellishment . 

Specialty thread designs -  
free, downloadable specialty thread designs .

overnight service - upS ground next day 
capability to majority of customers . 

professor t .H . read and threadWorks - printer 
friendly instructional sheets .

Save on shipping costs - Customer Service Centers reach 84% 
of customers next day and 99% in two days by upS ground .

 one-Stop shop - a comprehensive product portfolio .

Customization - for a fee, we can provide 
special dye lots or backing put-ups .

technical Support - by phone, online, with 
one of our embroidery specialists . 

instructional Videos - short online videos 
on embroidery related topics .

pantone® Color match - enter your number  
and get matching thread number online .

cost of a Thread Break - find out how  
much you risk using inferior thread . 

Customer Satisfaction Survey - tell us how 
we are doing to serve you better .

Services Provided by Madeira USA
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Order Information 
madeira uSa appreciates all orders from commercial embroiderers . 

We encourage you to place your order online, at madeirausa .com, where you can order from 
our complete product line 24 hours a day, seven days a week, or call customer sales and 

support at 800 .225 .3001 . all orders are subject to a handling fee . orders $50 .00 and under will 
be charged $7 .50 . orders $50 .01 and over will be charged $3 .50 or 2%, whichever is greater .

How to Place an Order 
1 . please have your credit card number ready for use on our secure 

server or to provide for your customer service representative .
2 . our customer service centers will quickly process your 

order and ship it exactly as you enter it .
3 . orders generally ship via upS ground . you may expedite 

your order for an additional shipping fee .
4. order confirmation and tracking information for orders 

shipped by upS will be emailed to you .

Payment 
madeira uSa accepts Visa, masterCard, discover and american 

Express . accounts with established credit may purchase on terms of Net 30 days . 
purchases by new accounts will be sent Cod or billed via credit card until credit 

has been approved . Cod orders are billed at upS's current Cod charge, plus freight . 
cod orders that exceed $125.00 for the first order must be paid by cashier's check 

or money order . any account may be put on Cod basis without prior notice . 
Electronic Checks may be issued by phone for a $2 .50 fee in order to avoid Cod 

charges . accounts 30 days beyond terms will be charged at 1 .5% per month on unpaid 
balances (18% per annum) . accounts may also be charged reasonable attorney fees 
and costs incurred by madeira uSa in connection with the enforcement of collection 
of any obligation. if a check is returned for insufficient funds, a $25 return check fee 
will be charged and it will be electronically re-submitted until funds are available .

Shipping 
orders will be shipped domestically or internationally per customer instructions 

where possible via upS, uSpS, dHl, federal Express or truck (freight collect) . 
international customers are responsible for paying freight, duties and taxes .

Pricing 
madeira reserves the right to make adjustments due to changing market conditions, 

manufacturing price changes, errors in advertisement and other extenuating circumstances . 
all prices provided are wholesale, intended for commercial embroiderers . 

those not qualifying will be charged the manufacturer's Suggested retail price .

Tax Information
Companies located in a sate where sales tax is collected must have a current  

resale certificate on file with madeira usa in order to not be charged sales tax.  
tax forms can be downloaded from www .madeirausa .com and faxed to 603 .524 .4707 . 

if your business is located in florida or Washington, a copy of the state-issued 
resale certificate must be submitted. if you have any questions, please speak 
with a customer service representative or write to credit@madeirausa .com .

Returns and Exchanges
1 . Call Credit department to request a return authorization Number . 

packages without an ra Number will be refused .
2 . Write the ra Number plainly on the outside of the package .

3 . ra Numbers are valid for 30 days from the date of issue .
4 . merchandise will not be accepted for credit after 30 days from the date of invoice .

5 . all returns are subject to a minimum 15% restocking fee .
6 . merchandise returned must be in the original packaging and wrapping to receive credit .

All Prices Are listed At WholesAle. MsrP AvAilAble.58



Madeira USA Headquarters
344 Housell avenue 

Gilford, NH 03249 

366 Spring Hill road 
building b 

Sterling, PA 18463

860 freeway drive North 
Columbus, OH 43229

3202 motorsports lane 
unit 5 

Charlotte, NC 28269

9655 florida mining boulevard West 
building 600 Suite 601 
Jacksonville, FL 32257

8140 North West 74th avenue 
Suite 19 

Medley, FL 33166

416 business Center drive 
building 400 

Birmingham, AL 35244

 Shipping From More  
 Locations Than Any Other  
       Embroidery Supplier 

NH

PA

NC

OHIL

AL
TX

CO

CA

CA

WA

FL

FL

825 avenue H East 
Suite 105 

Arlington, TX 76011

2351 East devon avenue 
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

800 East 64th avenue 
unit 4 

Denver, CO 80229

13708 24th Street East 
building b Suite 101 
Sumner, WA 98390 

2727 North grove industrial park 
Suite 145 

Fresno, CA 93727

1702 South grove avenue 
unit a 

Ontario, CA 91761

Call 800.225.3001 monday - friday 8:00am - 8:00pm ESt 
Live Chat monday - friday 9:00am - 7:00pm ESt 

Email contactus@madeirausa .com
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For Quality 
One Stop Your

EmbroidEry 
SupplieS

800.225.3001 • madeirausa.com


